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#MAGENTA  
NATURE



As we step into a new year, I extend warm wishes to the vibrant community
of Global Wellness Day ambassadors and dedicated volunteers who tirelessly 
contribute to creating a positive impact on our world.

Reflecting on the previous year, we joyously embraced the invigorating theme
of #DanceMagenta, celebrating the beauty of movement and the rhythm that 
connects us all. Now, as we embark on a fresh chapter, we are thrilled to 
introduce our 2024 theme – #MagentaNature.

In 2024, our focus is on the profound connection between humanity and the 
natural world, advocating for a comprehensive approach to well-being. 
#MagentaNature symbolizes a journey of reconnection with nature, inviting 
individuals to embrace the transformative power of harmonizing with the 
elements that surround us.

Allow me to delve deeper into the essence of
#MagentaNature and explore the pillars that
will serve as guiding principles for our brand
activations and events throughout the year.

GREET INGS  
2024 !

Belgin Aksoy
Global Wellness Day
Founder



WHAT IS
#MAGENTANATURE?



#MagentaNature is the heart
of Global Wellness Day 2024.
It revolves around the central idea
of reconnecting with nature. 

We believe that a harmonious 
connection with the natural world
is essential for overall well-being.
To us, nature is not just a place; it's 
an experience that nurtures physical, 
mental, and spiritual health. 

This year, as Global Wellness Day 
ambassadors and volunteers,
we invite people worldwide to
live a life in harmony with nature.

Will you join us on this journey?



WHAT IS
OUR PURPOSE?



Here's how Global Wellness Day will unfold its commitment:

• Celebrating the Theme #MagentaNature

• Encouraging an Embrace of #MagentaNature

• Promoting Access to Nature for All

• Reminding of the Profound Connection Between Thoughts and Nature

• Highlighting the Healing Effects of a Nature-Centric Lifestyle

• Empowering Kids through Nature

• Spreading the #MagentaNature Philosophy Worldwide

As we stand on the threshold of 2024, we find ourselves amidst a tapestry of new 
hopes and persistent global challenges. The world, in its journey of recovery from the 
pandemic, grapples with economic uncertainties and conflicts that shape the course 

of our shared existence. 

While the challenges are formidable, we must acknowledge that we may not alter 
the world's entire trajectory. However, within our individual spheres, we possess the 

extraordinary power to effect transformative change.

In the year 2024, Global Wellness Day takes on this mantle of transformative 
influence, steering our collective focus towards meaningful and impactful endeavors. 

In essence, Global Wellness Day in 2024 is not just a celebration; it is a call to action, 
an invitation for individuals to actively participate in their own well-being

and contribute to a harmonious relationship with the world around us. 

Together, let us embark on this transformative journey towards a healthier,
more connected, and nature-centric existence.



#MAGENTANATURE  
MANIFESTO



Nature is the cosmic artwork flowing within you.
To connect with nature is to liberate oneself and become an integral

part of the world.

Connect with nature. Feel the embrace of liberation and nurture
a healthier self.  Connect with nature. Uncover the shortcuts to happiness, 

where nature stands as a radiant pathway. Forge a connection with
nature and live as a seamless thread in its intricate tapestry. 

Do not let physical barriers obstruct your profound connection with nature. 
Connect with nature through the realms of your thoughts and dreams.

Allow the natural world to be your sanctuary, where its beauty inspires
and its rhythm guides.

In this symphony of existence, your connection with nature takes on the 
radiant hues of magenta. You become "complete," uniting your soul

and body in the embrace of nature.

#MagentaNature



#MAGENTANATURE 
PHILOSOPHY



Imagine strolling through a 
magenta-tinged forest, where the 
rustle of leaves and the song of birds 
are harmonized with the pulsating 
energy of a transformed palette. 
Nature's voice becomes louder, more 
captivating, and impossible to ignore. 
The magenta hues demand attention, 
whispering tales of a world waiting to 
be explored, inviting everyone to 
participate in the dance of 
#MagentaNature.

This is more than a color change;
it's a movement, a visual revolution 
that challenges perceptions and 
encourages a fresh perspective on
the world. #MagentaNature is a 
celebration of diversity, a reminder 
that even in a world often painted
in green, there is room for vibrant, 
unconventional beauty.

In this story, we urge you to step into a world where the ordinary transforms 
into the extraordinary, where magenta becomes the lens through which we 
rediscover the wonders of nature. It's a story of attention, transformation,
and reconnection – a tale written in the vivid strokes of #MagentaNature.

As we navigate through this #MagentaNature adventure, we realize that the 
transformation of color is symbolic. It signifies a departure from the routine,
a call to reconnect with the awe-inspiring beauty that surrounds us. Magenta 
becomes the catalyst for change, a beacon that guides us back to nature's 
embrace.



Guided by the pillars of our #MagentaNature philosophy, we outline a 
transformative action plan, encapsulating both the tangible and intangible 

dimensions of connecting with nature through four fundamental steps.

Let us embark on this journey together, celebrating the vibrant hues
of #MagentaNature and reconnecting with the extraordinary dance

of the natural world.

01 - Eat Natural
Immerse yourself in the nourishing embrace of natural foods.

Let your senses revel in the vibrant colors and flavors that the Earth 
graciously offers. Make every meal a celebration of the diverse, 

wholesome gifts nature provides.

02 - Be in Nature
Step into the enchanting realm of the outdoors. Whether it's a 

majestic forest, a serene park, or a quiet corner of your garden, 
allow yourself to be surrounded by the living tapestry of nature. Let 

the sun kiss your skin, breathe in the crisp air, and let the symphony 
of nature's sounds become the backdrop to your daily life.

03 - Protect Nature
Become a guardian of the environment. Take conscious steps to reduce 
your ecological footprint. Embrace sustainable practices, recycle, and 

contribute to the well-being of the planet. By protecting nature, you 
preserve the sanctity of our shared home for generations to come.

04 - Be in Nature (Spiritual)
Engage in spiritual practices that foster a deep connection with the 

natural world. Whether through meditation, mindful contemplation, or 
simply taking moments of stillness in a natural setting, allow your spirit 
to intertwine with the essence of the Earth. Recognize that you are not 

separate from nature but an integral part of its grand tapestry.

STEPS TO
#MAGENTANATURE



• Embrace the vitality of natural foods, a palette of colors that nourish your  
   body and soul.

• Every bite is a celebration of the Earth's diverse and wholesome gifts.

• Choose locally sourced, organic options to support both your well-being  
   and the environment.

• Let your plate be a canvas painted with the vibrant hues of nature’s bounty.

• Eating natural is not just a choice; it's a commitment to a healthier, more  
   sustainable lifestyle.

#MAGENTANATURE  
MESSAGES AND 

EVENT SUGGESTIONS

Eat  Natural
1

MESSAGES

• Farm-to-Table Feast: Host a community event where local farmers    
   showcase their produce, and chefs create delectable dishes using fresh,  
   seasonal ingredients.

• Cooking Workshops: Arrange workshops that teach people creative and  
   delicious ways to prepare meals using natural, whole foods.

• Community Garden Event: Collaborate with local gardening enthusiasts         
   to establish or enhance community gardens, promoting hands-on                                       
   experience in growing natural foods.

• Nature-Inspired Potluck: Encourage participants to bring dishes made   
   from natural ingredients to share in a potluck, fostering a sense of   
   community and healthy eating.

• Sustainable Cooking Challenge: Organize a cooking competition where  
   participants use locally sourced, sustainable ingredients to prepare   
   nutritious and tasty dishes.

EVENT SUGGESTIONS



• Farm-to-Table Feast: Host a community event where local farmers    
   showcase their produce, and chefs create delectable dishes using fresh,  
   seasonal ingredients.

• Cooking Workshops: Arrange workshops that teach people creative and  
   delicious ways to prepare meals using natural, whole foods.

• Community Garden Event: Collaborate with local gardening enthusiasts         
   to establish or enhance community gardens, promoting hands-on                                       
   experience in growing natural foods.

• Nature-Inspired Potluck: Encourage participants to bring dishes made   
   from natural ingredients to share in a potluck, fostering a sense of   
   community and healthy eating.

• Sustainable Cooking Challenge: Organize a cooking competition where  
   participants use locally sourced, sustainable ingredients to prepare   
   nutritious and tasty dishes.

• Nature is not just a destination; it's a sanctuary waiting to be explored.

• Let the outdoors become your refuge, a place to recharge and reconnect  
   with the world around you.

• Whether in a sprawling forest or a quiet park, every natural space has its  
   unique magic to offer.

• Step outside, feel the sun on your skin, breathe in the fresh air, and let
   the symphony of nature be your soundtrack.

• Nature is a healer; immerse yourself in its embrace to experience its   
   profound impact on your well-being.

Be in  Nature
2

MESSAGES

• Guided Nature Walks: Arrange guided walks through local natural   
   settings, providing participants with insights into the flora, fauna,
   and the therapeutic benefits of nature.

• Outdoor Yoga Retreat: Host a yoga retreat in a picturesque outdoor   
   location, combining the practice of yoga with the revitalizing energy
   of nature.

• Family Nature Event: Organize a family-friendly event with activities like  
   tree planting, bird watching, and nature crafts to encourage families to  
   spend quality time outdoors.

• Sunrise Meditation Sessions: Conduct early morning meditation sessions  
   in natural settings, allowing participants to connect with the serenity of  
   sunrise amidst nature.

• Photography Expeditions: Invite participants to explore and capture the  
   beauty of nature through photography expeditions, fostering a deeper  
   appreciation for the environment.

EVENT SUGGESTIONS



• Be a steward of the environment, safeguarding the planet for future   
   generations.

• Every small eco-friendly choice contributes to the preservation of our   
   shared home.

• Embrace sustainable practices in daily life to minimize your ecological  
   footprint.

• Recycling is not just a task; it's a responsibility towards a healthier, more  
   sustainable world.

• Protecting nature is a collective effort; inspire others to join the movement  
   for a greener, more sustainable planet.

Protect  Nature
3

MESSAGES

• Environmental Cleanup Drive: Organize community cleanup events
   in natural areas, removing litter and raising awareness about the   
   importance of waste reduction.

• Sustainability Workshops: Conduct workshops on sustainable living   
   practices, covering topics such as composting, reducing plastic usage,
   and energy conservation.

• Eco-Friendly DIY Craft Fair: Host a fair where participants create and   
   showcase eco-friendly crafts, promoting the use of recycled materials.

• Tree Planting Campaign: Collaborate with local organizations to initiate  
   tree planting campaigns, encouraging community involvement in   
   creating green spaces.

• Sustainable Living Challenge: Challenge individuals and communities
   to adopt sustainable habits for a specific period, with awards for the
   most innovative and impactful practices.

EVENT SUGGESTIONS



• Spirituality is not confined to temples; nature itself is a sacred space for  
   introspection and connection.

• Integrate moments of stillness in natural settings to nurture your spiritual  
   well-being.

• Recognize your intrinsic connection with the natural world, fostering a  
   sense of oneness with the Earth.

• Nature is a timeless source of inspiration, inviting you to explore the   
   depths of your spiritual self.

• By aligning your spirit with the rhythm of nature, you embark on a   
   journey of self-discovery and inner harmony.

Be the Nature  (Spi r i tual )
4

MESSAGES

• Nature Meditation Retreat: Offer meditation retreats in serene natural   
   locations, allowing participants to delve into introspective practices   
   amidst the calming influence of nature.

• Mindful Nature Art: Organize sessions where participants engage in   
   mindful art activities inspired by the natural surroundings, fostering   
   creativity and spiritual connection.

• Forest Bathing Workshops: Host workshops on the Japanese practice of  
   Shinrin-yoku, or forest bathing, promoting mindfulness and spiritual   
   connection through immersion in nature.

• Nature-Inspired Yoga Philosophy Talks: Arrange talks by experts on
   yoga philosophy, exploring the profound spiritual teachings that draw  
   inspiration from the natural world.

• Labyrinth Walks in Nature: Set up labyrinth paths in natural settings,   
   encouraging participants to engage in meditative walks as a means
   of spiritual contemplation.

EVENT SUGGESTIONS



E P ILOGUE
The theme for Global Wellness Day this year is #MagentaNature. 

Because for us, living is connecting with nature. 

The symphony of the universe never stops, and those who 
manage to become one with nature are happy individuals.

Connecting with nature is not just an activity; it's a way of 
thinking. Those who choose to live well come to realize that 

connecting with nature is also a way of life.

So… In short,

Reconnect and enjoy #MAGENTANATURE



#MAGENTA  
NATURE

#globalwellnessday


